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37. Note on the Cluster Sets of the Meromorphic Functions
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Mathematical Institute, Waseda University, Tokyo

(Comm. by S. SUETUNA, M.J.A., April 13, 1959)

Let w=f(z)be uniform and meromorphic in the arbitrary con-
nected domain D, whose boundary is C and z0 be the non-isolated
boundary point on C. We denote the part of D and C in Z--Zo I<r
by D and C respectively. As usual, we define the cluster sets at z0
as follows:

Definition 1 The interior cluster set .q( is defined by ),"’0
rO

where is the set of values aken by f(z) in D.
The intersection is called the range of values .() The’0

0

boundary cluster set So) is the intersection Mr, where M is the
rO

closure of the union J SP).
Zo-Z"

0 the set of inner points ofDefinition 2. We denote by -o o

K. Noshiro has proved the
Theorem 1 p. 84 The set . is everywhere dense in the

"’0

open set G-.q--.) provided that G is not empty.
n hi o, w hH rov ho oHowing exnion o K. ohiro’

theorem, i.e. the
Theorem. If 0 is not empty, then 1. contains the G set

0, where O is the open set everywhere dense with respect to 0

As its corollary we get the
,q) has no inner point.Corollary. If --o() is empty, then o

The argument of its proof is due to F. Bagemihl [2.
Proof. By a rational disk we mean an open disk whose radius

is a rational number and whose center is a complex number with its
real and imaginary parts both rational. The set of rational disks
contained in o( is enumerable. Let its elements be denoted by D,
D., D, According to the definition of .q() for every natural
number n, there exists a point d)eD and a point z)eD such that
f(z))-d), O<iz)--Zol<l/2m. Hence there exists an open disk
K:D with d)eK(,), such that every value in K: is assumed by

f(z) in DC2, where C: is the disk defined by z--z(,)

Put 0--[JK2. It is obvious that 0 is open. 0 is everywhere

dense in o() because if N is any neighbourhood contained in
then there exists k such that D N, and since K’ D N, O1N
is not empty.
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Put R- Ore, and suppose that w0 eR. Then WoOm (m-- 1, 2,...)
and hence there exist natural numbers n,, n.,..., n,.., such that
w0eK (m-- 1, 2,...). Consequently, the value Wo is assumed by f(z)
in each D C (m- 1, 2,...). If r 0 is arbitrary, and/ is a natural
number such that 1//<r, then C is a subset of the neighbourhood
Z--Zo i<r. This means that each element of R is assumed by f(z)in
any neighbourhood of z0. Hence R. which proves our theorem.
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